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Chapter 1301: had 10,000 ways to kill the person behind 

  

Seeing that Gu Qiqi was certain of her thoughts, Lisa became even more excited. 

She moved her small hand and turned the signboard back to its original position. 

Just as she was about to walk towards the correct intersection, Gu Qiqi’s slender arm grabbed Lisa’s 

collar once again… ! 

“Little Fool, don’t be anxious!”She said indifferently. 

Lisa’s ears turned red. “I… I… Did I make a mistake again, Young Master Ye?” 

Gu Qiqi muttered to herself and did not say anything. The tree branch in her hand moved a few times on 

the thick layer of dark green pine needles on the ground. 

A burst of dazzling light made the space between their brows jump! 

Beneath the thick layer of dark green pine needles, there were actually three sets of animal traps made 

of fine steel! 

Such a smooth texture and such exquisite workmanship definitely did not exist many years ago. It must 

have only been placed recently. It might even have been hidden here today. 

There could not possibly be any hunters in this black pine forest, so where did the Beast Trap come 

from? 

The three of them looked at each other, and their faces darkened. 

“How Sinister! So the other party didn’t just want us to lead us astray. They even thought that if we 

didn’t fall for their trap, just as we stepped onto the right path, our feet would be crushed by the Beast 

Trap! This was definitely a conspiracy against us. Look, they even prepared three sets of beast traps! It’s 

the same as the number of people in our team! Young Master Ye, this must be the work of Wu 19’s 

team! Lisa can’t get away with it either!”Uncle Yun was filled with righteous indignation. 

Lisa bit her lips and did not dare to speak recklessly. 

Her identity as a witch doctor had already been exposed. At this moment, no matter what she said, it 

would look like she was exonerating the Witch Doctor clan. Even though she did not know Wu 19 and 

the others at all, and she had never attended an official gathering of the Witch Doctor Clan. 

Gu qiqi said plainly, “I don’t think so. If Wu nineteen did it, if this matter is related to Lisa, then just 

prepare two sets of animal traps. There’s no need to get another set.” 

That’s right. If Lisa was a traitor, why would she need three sets of animal traps. 

Such a simple analysis finally shut Uncle Yun’s mouth, making him unable to continue speaking. 



Lisa was a little scared as she used the tree branch to push away the three clamps that were blocking 

the road. In the process of pulling, the clamps jammed the tree branch. The sharp steel needles split the 

tree branch in an instant, as if they were chopping off a person’s toes, seeing this made Lisa’s heart 

jump in fear. 

Only then did her mind gradually become fearful. 

“Young Master Ye, if you hadn’t stopped me just now, my feet would have been badly mutilated, right? 

I’m so afraid…” 

Just thinking about that scene would make one feel unbearable pain. 

However, Gu Qiqi turned around and glanced at the animal trap again. She said indifferently, “Not only 

that, you might even faint directly and lose consciousness, and then your breathing will stop abruptly.” 

Huff… Suddenly Stop Breathing? 

Wasn’t that… dead! ! 

Lisa’s beautiful eyes widened, suffused with disbelief and terror. 

Gu Qiqi patted her shoulder to comfort her. “Someone smeared blood on it to seal the throat. It’s a type 

of lethal poison. The goal is to take your feet and your life.” 

Lisa shook her head slowly. “So Vicious…” 

“Yeah, who’s so vicious?”Gu Qiqi muttered to herself as she told Lisa and uncle Yun to use dried 

branches to scout the way ahead in case there were more traps ahead. 

However, they did not encounter any more traps along the way. 

However, they encountered something even more surprising. 

They had thought that after being delayed for so long by the road signs and the Beast Trap, it would be 

very difficult for them to surpass Wu 19’s team. 

However, ten minutes later, they met Wu 19’s team! 

However, in such an inconceivable manner.. 
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Gu Qiqi frowned and looked over. 

On the ground, a witch doctor was completely dead. His entire body was suffused with black and purple, 

and there was a swollen tooth mark on his right arm. With just one look, it was obvious that he had 

been poisoned by a very intense snake venom. 

Another witch doctor was kneeling on the ground and wailing loudly. “Your Highness Nineteen, Your 

Highness nineteen, what happened to you? SOB SOB SOB SOB SOB… our team has already been 



destroyed. You must not have anything happen to you again, or else I won’t be able to answer to the 

second prince…” 

Beside her, Wu nineteen was also lying on the ground on the verge of death. She moved her lower lips, 

wanting to answer, but she was unable to say a single word. 

Her lips were dry, and her face was extremely pale due to the loss of blood. 

The blood under her feet was gushing out continuously, dyeing a large patch of pine needles red. 

On that Fair Foot was shockingly a beast trap. 

The steel needles cruelly pierced through her toes.. 

What was even more terrifying was that there were dozens of gold and silver ring snakes crawling over 

from the branches in all directions with their tongues sticking out. They were gathering on the branches 

above Wu nineteen and the surviving witch doctor’s head and slowly.., they were slowly hanging down.. 

They were greedily aiming at their delicious prey.. 

The snakes were about to approach the Witch Doctor’s Head! 

The witch doctor seemed to have sensed the hissing sound and raised his head in a daze, meeting the 

green eyes of the snakes! 

This glance scared the witch doctor out of his wits. “Snakes! Snakes! Your Highness nineteen, Let’s Run!” 

Even though he said that, his legs had already gone soft, and with Wu nineteen’s legs crippled, how 

could he possibly escape? 

The Witch Doctor fell to the ground in despair, watching as the group of snakes under the command of 

the Snake King suddenly charged down, opening their fangs and biting at him in unison! 

“Close your eyes! Shut Up!” 

Suddenly, a cold shout rang out! 

The witch doctor only felt his vision darken, and a cloak came down from above, directly covering his 

and Wu nineteen’s heads. 

The witch doctor obediently shut his eyes and shut his mouth — even though, even if he did not shut his 

eyes, he would not be able to see anything at that moment. 

He could only hear the sound of a gust of wind speeding past him. 

In the next second, “Puchi — !”“Puchi — !”“Puchi — !” 

Three long and crisp sounds rang out. 

What followed was the sound of something rolling on the ground.. 

The witch doctor couldn’t help but feel a little worried. Could it be that this person had fallen to the 

ground and lured the snakes to bite them, allowing them to buy time to escape? 



How could there be such a great person in the world? This was a sight to behold! 

At the thought of this, the witch doctor became excited and his legs gained strength. He lifted up his 

cloak and dragged Wu nineteen forward, wanting to escape from this terrifying poison, the black pine 

forest. 

However, when he lifted up his cloak. 

He was stunned. 

What did he see? ! ! ! 

He saw a pile of snake heads lying haphazardly on the thick layer of pine needles on the ground! 

All the snake heads had been neatly cut off, and their fangs were still in a wide open position. Their eyes 

were still green as they stared, as if they could not accept the fact that they had been killed in one slash. 

The Witch Doctor recalled in a daze that he seemed to have heard three “Puchi”sounds just now, but 

dozens of snakes had died on the ground. 

In other words, that person had only swung the knife three times, and each slash had directly cut off 

more than 20 snakes in one slash.. 

How terrifying! 

The Witch Doctor’s gaze shifted. That knife… . . was clearly just a small, thin surgical knife that his 

highness nineteen had tied to a withered branch. 

His Highness nineteen had used it to expend half a day’s effort to kill a snake. 

This person had actually easily killed all of them! 

Too terrifying! 
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The witch doctor came back to his senses and looked at the snake heads and tails all over the ground. 

Suddenly, his stomach turned upside down! 

Those snake corpses were too ferocious. He really didn’t know how the person who killed the snakes 

endured it. 

Gu Qiqi shook her head helplessly when she saw the witch doctor vomiting so badly. She sighed and 

said, “I told you to shut your eyes and shut your mouth, but you didn’t listen. Now you know the 

consequences, right?” 

That witch doctor had a mournful look on his face and was about to vomit his intestines out.”…” 

SOB, SOB, how did the baby know that you were such a powerful person? Wait, this voice, this 

appearance… Young Master Ye! This was young master Ye! 

“Young Master Ye, I beg you to Save Our Nineteen Highness. Sob, sob, sob…” 



This witch doctor was also loyal and devoted. After recognizing Gu Qiqi, he supported his body that was 

vomiting non-stop and knelt down and kowtowed desperately, begging Gu Qiqi to save nineteen. 

In this black pine forest, only young master ye had the ability to save a life. 

Gu Qiqi rubbed the space between her brows. “Let go.” 

The witch doctor said, “No, I won’t Let Go! Unless you’re willing to save His Highness nineteen, sob sob 

sob sob… otherwise, I’ll kneel until I die…” 

Gu Qiqi kicked the tip of her shoe and said helplessly, “You’re holding onto my shoe. How can I come 

over to save her?” 

The Witch Doctor was stunned. Her face was completely red as she let go of her hand embarrassedly. 

This time.., uncle Yun was the one who stopped her. “Young Master Ye, we don’t think it’s wise to stop. 

“If we leave now, we’ll be the first. “If we save them, it’s hard to say if they’ll act like the ungrateful 

farmers and snakes. However, we’ve delayed our time and were overtaken by the other teams. That’s 

for sure.” 

However, Lisa said in a low voice, “But I feel that leaving them to die… young master ye can’t do it.” 

Uncle Yun: “Talk about morality to the enemy!” 

Lisa: “But…” 

Damn it, why was she always so dumb? She couldn’t win against this old man. 

Gu Qiqi was currently checking on the unconscious Wu 19. 

Suddenly, she said indifferently, “She’s not the enemy. Moreover, saving her won’t delay our progress.” 

Won’t delay our progress? 

This time, even the witch doctor himself didn’t quite dare to believe it. 

He was the witch doctor who was the most clear about how poisonous the medicine of seeing blood 

seal the throat was. Putting aside whether it could be detoxified or not, if the nineteenth Prince’s life 

could be saved, he would also have to amputate.. 

This detoxification and amputation wasn’t a small matter. In this desolate wilderness, it wasn’t an 

operating theater. How could young master ye not delay his progress? 

He went all out to beg young master ye just now because he knew that saving someone would delay the 

other party’s competition. That was why he was thick-skinned enough to kneel and beg. 

However, just when the witch doctor felt that it was impossible for Gu Qiqi to complete this matter, Gu 

Qiqi had already started to make his move cleanly. 

With a raise of his hand, he slashed open Wu 19’s clothes in an instant! 

His fair calves were exposed to the air. 

The male witch doctor coughed and said, “Young Master Ye…” 



Gu qiqi said coldly, “Doctors don’t differentiate between men and women. Don’t you understand this 

little bit of logic?” 

The male witch doctor quickly shut his mouth. 

However, Gu Qiqi still took care of the girl. She ordered Lisa to open her cloak and form a triangle with 

the pine trees beside her. It could be considered a temporary operating theater. 

In the bushes, Wu twenty, who had been hiding and waiting to watch the show, was burning with 

anxiety. 

The trap that she had set, even that cunning lass wu nineteen had fallen for it, and it had actually not 

been able to trap Young Master Ye? ! ! ! 

Young Master Ye and the others had actually rushed over unscathed! Just now, the terrifying might of 

the three blade slaying snake swarm had made her eyeballs drop to the ground. 

At that moment, she really wanted to see with her own eyes whether that young master ye really had 

the ability to save Wu nineteen? 

Unfortunately, young master ye had actually used a curtain to block the treatment process. She was 

really going crazy. 

But on second thought, there was no antidote for choking on blood. If one was injured by a beast trap, 

they would even have to amputate their limbs. Hur Hur, Young Master Ye had just said that he could 

save her, so he was probably just bragging! 
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At this moment. Gu Qiqi was fully focused on treating Wu nineteen’s wound. 

She very carefully removed the animal trap and discovered that Wu nineteen’s toes had been pierced. 

This girl was really strong. It was obvious that she had dragged the trap for quite some distance. 

However.. 

What made her feel strange was that such a sinister medicine that could seal the throat with blood 

could take effect and cause death within a few seconds. Wu nineteen had actually lasted for ten minutes 

and was still only unconscious. 

She frowned. 

In this world, there was only one possibility.. 

And that was to fight poison with poison! 

Could it be that Wu nineteen’s blood was also poisonous blood? 

Now was not the time to probe into this. 



A thought flashed through Gu Qiqi’s mind. She quickly treated Wu nineteen’s wounds and put splints on 

each toe — it was made from the pine wood at the scene and could last for a few days. 

She bandaged it very quickly. 

After she was done, she took out a self-made pill and gave it to Wu nineteen to consume. 

After personally feeding her with water and taking the medicine, she helped Wu nineteen up and laid 

him down comfortably in her arms, massaging her acupoints. 

The male witch doctor looked at her in a daze. He kept feeling that this operation did not seem like a 

first aid operation. Why was it so leisurely? 

He could not hold it in any longer and in the end, he could not help but ask, “Young Master Ye, what 

kind of panacea and miraculous medicine did you give our nineteen Highness to eat? May I ask for your 

advice?” 

“It’s not any medicine. It’s just a tonic that replenishes qi and blood. She lost too much blood,”Gu Qiqi 

said indifferently. 

The male witch doctor was dumbfounded. “Then… then if we’re idle now, can we help Nineteenth 

Highness Amputate her foot?” 

Gu Qiqi glared at him. “A girl’s foot is very precious. Do you want your master to have no feet in the 

future?” 

“No, no, no, no. I’m just worried about the poison spreading…” 

“With me around, there’s no need to worry!” 

“But…” 

Lisa interrupted him. “You have to believe in our young master’s medical skills. If you continue to Nag, 

we won’t save anyone!”When she saw Young Master Ye hugging princess nineteen, she was already 

filled with envy, jealousy, and hatred. 

She wanted to hug him too! 

This male witch doctor was actually still nagging and doubting young master Ye’s ability! 

Time passed by minute by minute. 

The voices of the other teams could already be faintly heard from afar. 

One second.. 

Two seconds.. 

Three seconds… ! 

Finally, Wu nineteen opened his eyes and felt the warmth of Gu Qiqi’s embrace. “Young Master Ye… 

You, you saved me again, right?” 



Gu Qiqi facepalmed. “No. It was you who saved yourself. Your body can resist poison. You should be 

thankful for your vigorous vitality. Very good!” 

Wu 19 took a look at her leg that had been bandaged so badly that it was unbearable to look at. 

Her leg was injured so badly that most doctors would treat it as an amputation, but young master ye 

had left it for her. He must have used a very precious bone-connecting medicinal herb to be able to do 

it, right? 

She knew that young master ye did not want her to have a burden in her heart, so he deliberately 

declined this favor. 

She did not say anything else, but in her heart, she had already carved this favor deeply into her heart 

once again… ! 

When Gu Qiqi saw that she had woken up, she let the male witch doctor support her. “You guys rest 

here for a while and make a cane for her. Her feet haven’t recovered so quickly, so it’s better to use a 

cane.” 

“Then… then what about you?”The male witch doctor realized that every time Gu Qiqi gave an order, his 

brain would stop functioning, and he was somewhat unable to react. 

Gu Qiqi said without batting an eyelid, “We’re going to continue the competition.” 

As he said that, he brought Lisa and Uncle Yun out. 

The male witch doctor knelt on the spot in a daze and held onto Wu 19. His mouth could not close for a 

long time — 

Holy shit, so what young master ye said just now was true. 

He was really treating nineteen’s poison injuries and would not delay the progress of the competition at 

all. 

He treated the foot injury and massaged it for three minutes. 

He took the medicine for half a minute. 

That was a total of three and a half minutes! 

Who would have thought that such a complicated injury would be completely cured in three and a half 

minutes, and even the person would wake up. 

Terrifying! 

This was truly terrifying! 
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Gu Qiqi used a heaven-defying speed and in three and a half minutes, she finished dealing with Wu 19’s 

foot injury and got up to continue participating in the competition. 



In the bushes, Wu 20 was drenched in cold sweat when he heard that. 

This young master Ye’s strength was so unfathomable. If she had known earlier, she definitely would not 

have dared to go against this man. 

She prayed silently. Young Master Ye did not realize that the trap earlier was her doing. As long as young 

master ye continued to walk forward and continue to challenge the stage, this matter would be treated 

as if it had never happened and let bygones be bygones.. 

Moreover, with this, Young Master Ye would definitely take first place and Wu nineteen’s leg would be 

injured and defeated. When she returned, her master would still punish Wu nineteen. Her ultimate goal 

of this trip would still be achieved! 

Right, just like that! 

Young Master Ye, hurry up and leave. This way, everyone will be happy for you and me! 

Wu twenty listened as her footsteps got further and further away, and her mood finally gradually 

relaxed. 

Stretching her stiff ankles, she let out a breath of turbid air and bent her waist, preparing to silently 

leave the scene.. 

However! 

Just as she was about to turn around and leave. 

Her neck was strangled! 

A slender and fair arm suddenly grabbed the back of her collar and pulled her out from the grass. 

“UH… Cough Cough Cough Cough Cough!”Witch 20’s neck was strangled to the point that he could not 

breathe and he looked at her from the corner of his eye. 

‘Oh my God!’! 

He shuddered and almost fell to the ground. 

Ye… Young Master Ye? 

Didn’t he, didn’t he leave? 

At that moment, Gu Qiqi grabbed her collar without any pity and strangled her neck. Her voice was cold 

and stern. “Did you do it?” 

Behind her, Lisa licked her lips and looked at Gu Qiqi’s cold and beautiful side profile with admiration. 

How could he be so handsome? And so capable? 

Just now, when they were about to leave, he suddenly gestured for them to continue walking. 

Meanwhile, he turned around and silently approached a bush. 

There was nothing unusual about that Bush. Only a breeze blew past and the leaves rustled… but it 

turned out that someone was really hiding inside! 



What a good diversionary tactic! Young Master Ye, you’re the best! 

Lisa looked at Gu Qiqi in a daze. 

When she saw Wu 20’s face turn green again, she realized how gentle Gu Qiqi was when she was 

holding her collar earlier. 

And now, she was holding Wu 20 by the collar. That was truly ruthless! 

Wu 20 shivered and tried to stiffen his neck to deny it. “It’s none of my business! I’m just here to watch 

the Show!” 

How could Gu Qiqi be fooled by her: 

She curled her lips coldly. “Who else could have used the same trick to harm Wu 19 and me at the same 

time? Tell me one of them!”! 

Wu 20 evaded her gaze. “H-how Would I know? The two of you have offended so many people!” 

Wu 19 supported her body weakly, she stood up while leaning on her stick. “If it wasn’t you, who else 

could have used such a sinister method to harm others? Wu shijiu, the inducing agent that can attract 

poisonous snakes is everywhere. However, a lethal poison that can seal one’s throat with blood is not 

something that any great apothecary can concoct! This is the formula of our witch Doctor Clan! And the 

antidote, only master has it! Hehe, I seriously suspect that this poison was also stolen from master, 

right? I wonder what master will think when I go back and tell him about your actions of framing fellow 

disciples and the crime of stealing?” 

Wu nineteen and the others’master was rather strict. 

If a disciple broke the rules of the sect, especially the big crimes of framing fellow disciples and stealing, 

they would definitely be severely punished and expelled from the sect! 

Chapter 1306: the man used his third leg to think 

  

As expected, when Wu 20 heard that, his expression was greatly shaken! 

But he was still struggling on the brink of death. “You can’t slander me! Wu 19, I still have to go tell 

master. You’re only concerned about your feelings and provoking wild men. You Don’t have the heart to 

compete at all. You’re the one who should be thrown into the snake hole…” 

Wu 19 quickly interrupted her. “Young Master Ye and I are in a state of passion and courtesy. Everyone 

has seen it. No matter how you slander, it’s useless! Instead, it’s this sinister trap of yours that we have 

complete witness and material evidence!” 

Beside her, the male witch doctor nodded fiercely. “I, I will testify!” 

A fierce glint flashed in Wu 20’s eyes and he flicked his palm. 

A drop of poison pearl was about to be flicked out from his fingernail and shot towards Wu 19 and the 

male witch doctor to silence them. 



Who would have thought that Gu Qiqi had already taken full control of her every move. 

She twisted her hand! 

With a crack, the sound of bones breaking suddenly rang out. 

Lisa had seen Gu Qiqi break the wrists of her enemies many times, but this time, she felt extremely 

satisfied. 

That Wu 20 was indeed too vicious. He even wanted to frame his senior sister. He really didn’t deserve 

to be a human. 

Wu 20 grimaced in pain and wanted to resist, but Gu Qiqi’s level suppression on her was too strong. She 

wasn’t a match for this man at all. 

If she could not defeat him… then she would just beg for mercy. 

After all, weren’t men all things that could not resist a woman’s tears? 

After he said that, Wu 20’s eyes rolled around and he immediately changed his face. 

He sobbed and said, “Young Master Ye, I’m sorry. I know my mistake. I, I didn’t want to harm you. I just 

wanted to deal with Wu 19! “These two traps were prepared for her. I didn’t expect that you guys would 

also encounter them. I’m really sorry! “I had my own difficulties in dealing with her because she always 

bullied me in the Witch Doctor tribe. SOB, SOB, sob. As long as any senior brother treats me kindly, she 

will be displeased and punch and kick me behind my back…” 

Wu nineteen said angrily, “Nonsense! I don’t care about people like you. Punch and kick!” 

Wu twenty ignored him and continued to hug Gu Qiqi’s thigh, he whimpered, “Young Master Ye, 

everything I said is true. She’s jealous of my rapid progress in my spells, jealous of master treating me 

well, jealous of Senior Brothers taking care of me… you might not know this, but a woman’s jealousy has 

always been very terrifying. Now that she knows that I admire you, like you, and worship you on Ghost 

Island, she’s even more jealous to the point of going crazy. “I really can’t stand her jealousy, so I thought 

of giving her a small lesson to taste…” 

Wu nineteen was so angry that his hair stood on end. “Bastard! You Didn’t say a single word of the 

truth! Moreover, Young Master Ye was clearly the one I met first, so why would I be jealous of you!” 

This time, even Lisa couldn’t stand it anymore. “Come on, Wu twenty, that sinister inducing agent of 

yours and the choking on blood, is that a small lesson? It’s clearly putting someone to death, Alright?” 

Uncle Yun opened his mouth, but in the end, he still closed it. 

He could not help but think in his heart, women’s jealousy has always been very scary? 

* Cough Cough * , witch 20, it’s really a little awkward for you to say these words to ‘Young Master Ye’. 

Witch 20 was completely unaware and still looked at Gu Qiqi pitifully. Suddenly, she said dreamily, “Love 

doesn’t differentiate between first come, first served… Young Master Ye, I’m willing to give everything 

to you first. I’ll let you play with it…” 



With such a posture and such a charming tone, she even deliberately used her other wrist that was not 

broken to pull apart a few centimeters of her collar, revealing.. 

Seeing this, Uncle Yun was so embarrassed that he even had cancer. He turned his head away. 

Lisa’s eyelids twitched as she thought to herself, hmph, it’s not even as good-looking as mine. Young 

Master Ye, if you want to see it, look at mine. Who cares about a disgusting woman like you! 

At this moment, Gu Qiqi watched Wu 20’s performance with cold eyes and did not say a word. 

It was not until that pair of buns that were shaped like cloth bags hung down and did not have any sense 

of beauty swayed around in front of her eyes that she bent down slightly and pinched Wu 20’s chin.. 

Wu 20’s heart was delighted! 

Hur Hur, that’s What I said. Men are all animals that use their third leg to think! 

You show them your Dick, you tease them, and they don’t Bite? 
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Wu twenty’s heart was filled with surprise and joy as he pretended to be shy and timid. 

He was secretly speculating in his heart that young master ye had bent down like this and even pinched 

her chin. He should have been moved by her delicate and pitiful looks and was also attracted by her 

beautiful steamed bun, unable to extricate himself, right? 

According to common sense, the next step should be to raise her chin and give a domineering CEO Type 

Wild Kiss, right? 

Her heart was beating so fast! She hooked him successfully! 

Hahaha, making that Little Hoof Wu nineteen go crazy from jealousy! ! ! ! 

Just as Wu 20 was fantasizing about turning defeat into victory… 

A bolt of lightning struck down from the clear sky! 

Gu Qiqi’s fingers exerted a little strength and pinched her chin fiercely, causing her to feel pain as her 

thin lips drew close to her ear, she said in a low and cold voice, “What a pity. I’m also a woman. 

However, even if this big sister is a man, I’m not the least bit interested in your flattened sack figure!” 

Wu twenty’s entire body trembled and her expression crumbled! 

It… pierced her heart! 

She would never have thought that young master ye was actually a woman even if she was beaten to 

death! 

She was so shocked that she had forgotten what to say. She stared blankly at Gu Qiqi and saw that 

exquisite and picturesque face. She was clearly so handsome with her lines and her temperament was 



so domineering. No matter how she looked at it, she looked like a young master from an elegant 

aristocratic family. 

She was actually… actually dressed as a woman? ! 

Did Wu nineteen know? 

No, no, no, that wasn’t important. What was important was that even if she managed to escape death 

and went back to her master to complain, it would be useless. 

She couldn’t possibly say that her senior apprentice sister was seduced by a woman, right? That was too 

ridiculous! 

More importantly, Young Master Ye was a woman. Then all of her flirtatious and flirtatious acts just now 

had turned into a flash of light that had no effect at all. Moreover, it was extremely laughable! 

She actually even showed young master ye her buns.. 

No Wonder Young Master Ye was unmoved! 

Seeing that Wu 20’s spirit was completely defeated, the little dirty turtle secretly smiled by Gu Qiqi’s ear 

and said, “Lord Silver, your ability to pierce the heart is really the best in the entire universe!” 

Gu Qiqi curled her lips faintly. “Pierce the heart just like that? This poisonous woman should have an 

even more piercing end…” 

“Lord Silver, how do you plan to deal with her?” 

Gu Qiqi narrowed her eyes and stared at Wu twenty’s chin. “Oh, there’s not much time left. We still 

have to hurry. Why don’t…” 

She exerted more strength with her fingers, and Wu twenty’s chin cracked, causing Wu twelve to gasp in 

pain. 

“What does a beast trap taste like? Do you want to try it?”Gu Qiqi asked indifferently. 

“No, no, no!”Wu twenty shook his head in fear. 

“Do you want to taste the power of a blood trap?”Gu Qiqi raised her eyebrows coldly. 

“No, no, please let me go. I will repay you with everything I have!”Wu twenty begged for mercy. 

Gu Qiqi curled her lips into a smile. That face was extremely evil and cool. Even though Wu twenty 

already knew that she had ten women, he was still lost in thought for a moment. 

However, in the next second, she was no longer in the mood to appreciate beautiful men! 

With a crisp crack, Gu Qiqi directly and cleanly removed her chin! ! ! 

Her Chin was like an extra thing, drooping weakly. Wu 20 was in so much pain that he was about to 

faint, but he couldn’t even scream. He could only hear a dry roar from his throat.. 

At the scene, no one pitied her or pitied her. 



What was there to sympathize with a woman who was extremely vicious and brought this upon herself? 

Lisa even bit her lip. “Young Master Ye, are you going to let her off just like that? Even a mute can do 

bad things! A dog can’t change its course. I think that as long as she’s alive, she will continue to harm 

others…” 
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Gu Qiqi did not reply, but turned around to face Wu 19 and the male witch doctor and said indifferently, 

“I’ll leave it to you guys. Let Her taste the power of blood sealing her throat, or let her taste the taste of 

a beast trap. It’s up to you guys to be happy!” 

After saying that, she brought Lisa and Uncle Yun along. “Let’s go. There were already two groups of 

people rushing in front of us just now! Don’t waste time.” 

Lisa was speechless as she looked at Gu Qiqi in admiration. 

That’s right. At the end of the day, Wu twenty was Wu nineteen’s enemy. Even though she had been 

targeting young master ye all this while, it was all because of Wu nineteen. The grudge between her and 

Wu nineteen was the deepest. 

It would be best to leave it to Wu nineteen to handle. 

Lisa lifted her foot and followed behind, just as she was about to follow Gu Qiqi and continue walking 

forward. 

Behind her, the weak Wu 19 suddenly called out to Gu Qiqi, “Young Master Ye, Please Wait!” 

Gu Qiqi stopped in her tracks, but she did not turn around. “19, recover from your injuries. We’ll 

continue to fight in the next round!” 

This girl’s heart was very strong. She realized that it was time to restrain her enthusiasm. 

If this girl’s eyes were filled with tears as she begged her, she was afraid that she would be soft-hearted 

and stay to accompany this girl! 

After all, unlike the hypocritical and disgusting Wu 20, Wu 19 was such a shrewd and innocent little girl, 

and she was still very defenseless! 

However, Wu 19 lowered his eyes, but it was not to keep Gu Qiqi’s footsteps, but to stick to her and 

speak. 

“Young Master Ye, I’ll only take a minute of your time.”Wu 19 said softly, “I heard you guys talking about 

the blazing blood earlier, saying that you’re going to find the scarlet blazing blood on this trip…” 

Lisa said warily, “Where did you hear that?” 

Wu 19 curled his lips slightly. “Don’t be nervous. I just want to help all of you. After all, after enduring so 

much kindness from all of you, and I, Wu 19, am a person who has taken revenge and repaid kindness 

with kindness. As long as I can do it, I want to help all of you do it!” 



“Do you know where the Scarlet Blazing Blood Is?”Gu Qiqi raised her brows and finally turned around. 

She was thinking too much. 

This girl was really very pure! 

So pure that it was hard for one to reject her! 

Wu nineteen leaned on his walking stick as he walked forward. Suddenly, he stretched out his finger and 

bit down hard on the edge of his lips. 

Gu Qiqi stepped forward to stop him, but she was one step too slow. “Little nineteen, what are you 

doing?” 

The sound of ‘little nineteen’made Wu nineteen’s heart palpitate and she felt a wave of bitterness. 

In the past, her master and senior brothers had also called her little nineteen so affectionately. Now, 

because Wu twenty was deliberately trying to sow discord between them, it had been a long time since 

she had heard such an affectionate address. 

And at this moment, such a moving address escaped from Gu Qiqi’s mouth, making her heart beat 

especially hard. 

She curved her lips into a smile, and her pale face finally revealed a faint pink color. “My Blood is scarlet 

flaming blood. Only a pure witch doctor’s bloodline has the possibility of producing flaming blood…” 

At this moment, she was really proud that she possessed the scarlet flame blood and could help young 

master Ye. This made her suddenly have an indescribable sense of value. It was simply more than 

winning the overall championship of the competition, causing her heart to beat incessantly. 

But.. 

Because she had lost too much blood, even though she fiercely bit her finger, the speed of the blood 

beads gushing out from her fingertip was still very slow, very slow. 

While she was speaking, it was only half a grain of rice in size, half a drop… . . So anxious! 

Wu nineteen watched anxiously and could not help but reach out to pinch her bleeding finger, wanting 

to make more blood flow out. 

Gu Qiqi raised her brows and took a deep breath in surprise. 

She had never thought that the Witch Doctor’s blood would be the precious blazing blood! 

But immediately after, a thick wave of heartache surged up. 

She frowned slightly and said, “Little fool! Even if we need the flame blood, we can’t use your blood!” 

She glanced at Wu 20, who was in a sorry state on the ground with his jaw removed and unable to 

speak, and said calmly, “Isn’t there a ready-made blood drawing machine? Take as much as you want!” 



[ what a wave! It’s the fourth update today! I’ll continue writing! Ao Ao ao ao! Seeing the Goblins flirting 

with me from time to time, what the hell is it that makes me so excited? ? ? When men get excited, you 

can’t Stop the consequences! Ao Ao ao ao! ] 
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Although Wu 20 was mute, he was not deaf. 

She had heard the conversation between Gu Qiqi and Wu 19 clearly. 

Her head was drenched in cold sweat and it immediately flowed down her temples. 

They… actually wanted to use this beautiful flower of hers as a blood draw machine! 

It was too cruel, too vicious. What did a girl like her do wrong to deserve such torment? 

Wasn’t it just releasing a few snakes and setting a trap to play some harmless pranks? ! Moreover, Wu 

nineteen and Young Master Ye weren’t dead, so why should they torture her like this? ! 

“Woah Woah Woah Woah Woah Woah!”She let out an unpleasant and hoarse voice that was very ear-

piercing. 

The male witch doctor kicked her. “Be more obedient and shut up!” 

Then, he asked Wu nineteen, “Your Highness nineteen, do you want to use torture? Is it to extract all 

the blood?” 

Wu 19 turned to Gu Qiqi and asked, “Young Master Ye, how much blood do you want?” 

Gu qiqi muttered to himself, “Three drops will be enough. But just in case, it’s not impossible to extract 

all the blood for backup.” 

Hearing that, Wu 20 shuddered and lay on the ground with a face that was worse than death! ! ! 

The male witch doctor no longer hesitated and immediately took out a syringe from his bag to extract 

the blood. 

However, as Wu twenty’s blood filled the syringe, Wu nineteen suddenly shouted for it to stop! 

Wu twenty heaved a sigh of relief and thought to himself, ‘hmph, it’s still that idiot wu nineteen who is 

easily softhearted!’! 

However, on the surface, she intentionally looked pitifully at Wu nineteen in an attempt to gain 

sympathy. 



However, Wu nineteen did not even look her in the eye. Instead, he stared at the syringe and suddenly 

said to Gu qiqi, “It’s better to draw my blood…” 

Gu Qiqi raised her brows in confusion. 

Wu nineteen raised the syringe, she showed it to everyone. “Her witch doctor’s bloodline is too ordinary 

and mixed. It’s obvious that it was obtained after an artificial blood transfusion. It’s not pure enough. It’s 

not red flame blood at all. Look at the color of her blood. It’s very turbid and dark. “And the real red 

flame blood will be brighter than the most beautiful dahlia juice. It’s like a Phoenix crying blood. It’s like 

a raging flame that can be ignited at any time.” 

Wu 19 raised her finger again and showed everyone the drop of flame blood on her fingertip. 

As expected, without comparison, there would be no harm. 

With such a comparison, Wu 20’s blood was simply a pile of trash.. 

Wu 19 only needed one drop of blood, and that stunning color was enough to instantly kill Wu 20. 

“So you’re just a pretentious trash…”Gu Qiqi glanced at Wu 20 who was on the ground indifferently. 

Back then, Wu 20 had been clamoring to replace Wu 19 as the new witch Doctor Clan’s little princess, 

but even her blood had to be changed in order to be able to practice witch doctor spells. 

Her spells were stronger than Wu 19’s, so she must have cultivated a particularly wicked path. 

If it was based on the purity of her bloodline, she would probably be unable to surpass Wu 19 no matter 

how much she practiced for the rest of her life. 

At that moment, Wu Twenty’s heart was already riddled with thousands of holes. 

The fact that she had changed her blood had actually been exposed. 

The secret that her bloodline was not pure had also been exposed. 

At that moment, it was as if she had been stripped naked and exposed before everyone, without a shred 

of dignity to speak of. 

Her humiliation turned into rage, and her eyes shone with endless hatred. 

It was a pity that she was already a cripple. Forget about revenge, she could not even say a word, not 

even able to move a single step. 

She was so stifled! 

Listening to Wu nineteen discuss the purity of the blazing blood, Lisa suddenly slapped her forehead and 

said: “Then… Then let me give it a try!” 

If it had to be the bloodline of a witch doctor in order to be a blazing blood, could she be one? 

Wu nineteen looked over in surprise. “You’re A Witch Doctor Too? Why haven’t I seen you before?” 
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Lisa hid behind Gu Qiqi in embarrassment and said timidly, “Your Highness nineteen, our… Our family is 

not in the Kingdom of Tonga. We, we…” 

“No need to explain. I don’t mean to blame you. I understand. If you don’t want people to know that 

you’re a witch doctor, I Promise You That I won’t say anything.”Wu nineteen was rather straightforward, 

he gave the male witch doctor a stern look, asking him to keep the secret as well. 

Lisa’s face was slightly red. “Thank you…” 

Frankly speaking, she had always regarded Wu nineteen as her love rival. At the very least, he was one 

of the women who might snatch young master ye away from her. 

But she had never thought that Wu nineteen was actually quite generous to her, and was filled with 

kindness. 

She thought that she finally understood the reason why young master ye viewed Wu nineteen in a 

different light. 

It was not because of her beauty, nor was it because of her noble status. It was because, although Wu 

19 appeared pampered on the surface, there was a kind and pure heart hidden deep within. In other 

words, it was to maintain her innocence. 

And what young master ye admired the most was this kind of naturally pure and innocent girl.. 

Lisa resolutely stretched out her hand and imitated Wu 19, biting her fingertip! 

Blazing Blood was the medicinal herb she was looking for. 

If she had it herself, she should not have troubled others and harmed others’bodies. 

This was what a pure-hearted person should do. 

Gu Qiqi’s attempt to stop her was one step too late. 

She held her forehead helplessly. Within a minute, she was watching two girls bleed in front of her. This 

was really not a good feeling. 

She felt like a useless man who could not protect his woman well. 

Lisa, on the other hand, was filled with anticipation as she watched the beads of blood appear. To be 

honest, she did not want to owe wu nineteen a favor either. 

Unfortunately, there were certain things that were destined to happen. It was not that you did not want 

to owe and did not need to owe. 

Wu nineteen shook his head and said, “Lisa, your blood is not good. Although your bloodline is a little 

purer than Wu twenty’s, your bloodline has not awakened. Your blood does not have the effect of the 

flaming blood.” 

As she said that, she pointed out a few differences. 



Lisa bit her lip in frustration. 

Awoo, as expected, the precious flaming blood was not something that just anyone could possess. 

In other words, if she and her sister, who were not awakened witch doctors, had the flaming blood, then 

her sister’s illness would not have to drag on for so many years without being cured, right? 

Lisa looked dejected. 

Gu Qiqi comforted her and bandaged her finger. 

In the end, it was still wu nineteen who squeezed out three drops of flame blood and sealed them in a 

test tube. Moreover, they were stored in an ice-cold container that he brought along with him, which 

could maintain the freshness for a few days. 

After killing Wu 20, they unexpectedly obtained red flame blood. 

Gu Qiqi and the others once again set off on their journey to the black pine forest. 

Wu 19 and the male witch doctor still had to deal with Wu 20, so they temporarily stopped at the same 

spot. However, before they left.., she repeatedly instructed gu qiqi, “The blazing blood is poisonous, you 

must not touch it. I don’t know what your prescription is, but you must remember to add a black rebirth 

flower when using the medicine. Fight poison with poison to neutralize the toxicity of the blazing 

blood!” 

Gu Qiqi agreed. 

She thought to herself, ‘looks like Lisa’s prescription is reliable. So the effect of the black rebirth flower is 

to counter the toxicity of the blazing blood.’. 

Now, Lisa had found two herbs that she wanted to find for her sister. The Red Flame Blood and the 

seven-colored cloud pebble. The last one was the black rebirth flower. 

Without the insidious woman, Witch 20, acting as a hindrance, the rest of the journey was much 

smoother. 

However, Gu Qiqi had been paying attention to the herbs along the way, but she could not find any 

along the way. It seemed that the black rebirth flower that Lisa was looking for was as rare as the flame 

blood. 

The sun was shining brightly, and after painstakingly searching the entire way, they were finally 

approaching the end of the black pine forest.. 

The mercenary’s camp should not be far away! 

 


